
Tennant 6100
subcompact rider
sweeper
Referencia: 6100

Description

Tennant 6100, a subcompact cordless sweeper

The Tennant 6100 sweeper operates virtually uninterrupted on a variety of surfaces, thanks to
quality engineering and battery power. This machine increases productivity due to single-pass
cleaning and easy manoeuvrability, which allows passage through narrow spaces. 
The 6100 is always on, enabled by the hydraulic oil system, robust steel frame and tool-free brush
changes, thus increasing the machine's availability. 
This cordless sweeper is highly versatile, as it can clean a wide variety of surfaces from finished
floors to concrete floors and even carpets. Cleaning time and airborne dust are reduced due to



Tennant's patented VCS® filter shaker system. 
Operators can manoeuvre with confidence as the Tennant 6100 sweeper has excellent viewing
angles and easy controls. The easy-slide debris hopper features a built-in handle and large
wheels for quick removal.

Tennant 6100, main features and benefits

The Tennant 6100 ride-on sweeper is battery operated, has excellent manoeuvrability and is
quiet: 
For cleaning difficult surfaces and carpets with the same machine.
Cleans and traps debris and dust efficiently and quietly. 
Great visibility enables operators to manoeuvre with confidence in standard-size entrances
and tight spaces. 
Downtime is minimised during maintenance as no tools are needed to change a filter or
brush. 
The Auto Adjust™ sweeping system adapts the the hopper's loading action and maintains
maximum sweeping performance for the life of the brush. 
The easy-slide hopper has large wheels and a handle for easy movement to and from work
areas.
Cleaning reach can be extended in confined spaces using the suction tube. 
More can be cleaned in less time thanks to the double-sided brushes. 
The dry mop cleaning width has been enlarged to 5.5 ft/1.7 m with Quick Mop™, which can
clean up to 93,000 square metres with just one battery charge.



Technical sheet

Model 6100

Country SPAIN

Width 810 mm

Weight 281 kg

Ordering 281


